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DUNGEONS & DRAGONS
Computer Fantasy Game
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A conversion by El Dr. Gusman

OBJECT OF THE GAME: Slay the 
evil dragon as quickly as you can! Avoid flying 
bats and pits that trap you. Find the magic 
arrow and shoot the dragon! If your aim is 
good you win! Score shows your game time. 
Be ware but be fast. If you enter the dragon’s 
lair he will devour you. If you take too long the 
dungeon door will close, sealing you inside.



GAME CONTROLS

CURSOR (Q): Press to select a direction in 
which to move the warrior or shoot the arrow.
Each  time  the  button  is  pressed  a  cursor 
arrow  appears,  pointing  outward  from  the 
dungeon room in one of four directions (top, 
right, bottom or left).

MOVE (E): Press to move the warrior into an 
adjacent room, in the direction shown by the 
cursor arrow.

ATTACK  (W): Press  to  shoot  the  magic 
arrow into an adjacent room, in the direction 
shown by the cursor arrow.

START THE GAME
 

1. Game starts wtih “L1” in the screen, indicating skill 
level 1 is selected.

2. Press MOVE button 1 or 2 times to select skill level 2 
or 3. Press it again and you go back to level 1.
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THE SKILL LEVELS
 
Level 1 – Warrior possesses magic rope at start of 
game.
 
Level 2 – Magic rope is hidden randomly in an empty 
room at the start of the game.
 
Level 3 – There is no magic rope. Any step into a pit 
and the warrior has had it!
 
3. Press the ATTACK button to start game action.
 
THE WARRIOR ALWAYS STARTS OUT IN THE TOP LEFT 
ROOM OF THE DUNGEON

THE DUNGEON
 

 Think of the dungeon as a grid, 10 squares across and 
10 squares down. Each square 
represents a room that can be 
occupied by the warrior or 
other objects, some helpful 
some dangerous. The rooms 
ACROSS the grid are numbered 
0 through 9. The rooms DOWN 
the grid are letter A through J.
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The dungeon is too big to be shown all at once. You 
see only the room occupied by the warrior. The exact 
location of this room on the dungeon grid is given by 
letter-number coordinates. Coordinates are displayed 
in the center of the room, letter first then number.

MOVING IN THE DUNGEON
The warrior can move up, down, right or left… NOT 
diagonally. Since this is a magic dungeon, its outer 
boundaries do not stop movement, if warrior is moved 
beyond a dungeon boundary he magically reappears 
in the corresponding room on the other side of the 
dungeon.
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ROOM COORDINATES
(Warrior’s starting point)

A0 A9

MOVE WARRIOR
LEFT FROM A0

HE ENDS UP
IN A9



The same magic works when you shoot the arrow. If 
you shoot up from Room A0, the arrow will end up in 
Room J0.

HOW TO PLAY
 

MOVE THE WARRIOR THROUGH THE DUNGEON, one 
room at a time.

• Press CURSOR button until cursor arrow points in 
the direction you want to move.

               CURSOR ARROW

• Then press MOVE button
 

The dungeon room disappears and you see the 
warrior walking. IF THE MOVE IS SAFE (no pits, dragon or 
bats) the screen shows a new dungeon room. IF THE 
ROOM CONTAINS THE MAGIC ARROW OR ROME the 
warrior automatically takes posession. You hear a short 
tume and a possession symbol appears. 
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IF THE MOVE IS NOT SAFE next event depends on the 
object encountered:

DRAGON – The warrior is dead, the game is over.

PIT – If warrior possesses the rope it appears and he 
climbs out of the pit. Rope disappears into another 
room in the dungeon. Screen shows the dungeon 
room again, the warrior can continue moving.

If warrior does not possess the rope he is trapped, the 
game is over.

BAT – The bat picks the warrior up and randomly 
drops him in any other room in the dungeon. If room is 
safe, screen shows new room and coordinates. If room 
is not safe next event depends on what object is 
encountered. The bat flies off to a different room.

WATCH FOR FLASHING SYMBOLS ON THE SCREEN. These 
tell you that an object is located in an adjacent room. 
They do not tell you WHICH adjacent room or HOW 
MANY objects surround you. For example you see 1 pit 
symbol, wether 1 2 or 3 pits are nearby.
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More than one flashing symbol may appear at the 
same time but this does not mean the objects are in 
the same room. Only one object may occupy a room 
at any given time (unless one or more items are 
possessed by the warrior while in that room).

A short tune also plays when the warrior enters a 
room adjacent to the magic arrow or rope. A 
different, warning tune plays when the warrior enters a 
room adjacent to the dragon.

FIND THE MAGIC ARROW FIRST (and the rope, if playing 
on Level 2). Then go after the dragon. When you think 
you have found his lair, shoot the arrow into that room 
from an ADJACENT room (The magic arrow only has 
one room range).
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• Press the CURSOR button until the cursor arrow 
points in the direction you want to shoot.

• Press ATTACK button to shoot the arrow.

IF THE DRAGON IS IN THE ROOM INTO WHICH YTOU 
SHOT, the arrow automatically kills him and YOU WIN!
Your score for the game is displayed and shortly the 
win screen is shown.

IF THE DRAGON IS NOT IN THE ROOM INTO WHICH 
YOU SHOOT, you see a “POOF” and the magic 

arrow disappears into another empty room in the 
dungeon. The dragon also moves to another empty 
room and you have to find both again.

IF YOU ARE TRAPPED, EATEN OR RUN OUT OF TIME, the 
game is over, you hear a short defeat tune and shortly 
after the end game screen is shown (depending on 
your death type).

TO START A NEW GAME REPEAT THE PROCEDURE ON 
PAGE 2.
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TIME SCORE
 

You see a time score ONLY when you slay the dragon. You do not 
see a score if you are trapped or eaten.
For each 5 seconds of time used you get 1 point. Maximum 
number of points possible is 99 (After 99 the game automatically 
ends). THE LOWEST SCORE IS THE BEST SCORE.

GAME DETAILS
 

PITS – Twelve pits are randomly placed in 
empty rooms at the start of the game. Pits are 
placed at least in one room away from each 

other, except where dungeon boundaries occur.

SOME POSSIBLE PIT LOCATIONS. ACTUAL PLACEMENT IS RANDOM, 
THE ONLY WAY OUT OF A PIT IS WITH THE MAGIC ROPE. IF THE 

WARRIOR FALLS INTO A PIT WITHOUT THE ROPE THE GAME IS OVER.
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THE DRAGON – The dragon is randomly 
placed in an empty room at the start of the 
game. He does not move, unless you shoot the 

magic arrow and miss him. He then moves to another 
empty room. If the warrior enters the dragon’s room 
at any time, the dragon eats him and the game ends.

THE MAGIC ARROW – The magic arrow is the 
only weapon that will slay the dragon. It is 
randomly HIDDEN in an empty room at the 

start of the game. When the warrior enters the room 
containing the magic arrow he automatically takes it. 
It remains with him, at all times, until he shoots it. If his 
shot misses the dragon, the arrow disappears into 
another empty room and must be found again. Only 
one magic arrow per game. Arrows can be shoot 
across dungeon boundaries (see page 7).

BATS – Four bats are randomly placed in 
empty rooms at the start of the game (only 
one bat per room). BATS CAN MOVE! Every 10 

seconds any or all the bats MAY move to empty 
adjacent rooms. No diagonal movement. When a bat 
moves, you hear a 4-note signal.
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THE MAGIC ROPE – The magic rope is the 
only object that will rescue the warrior from a 
pit, providing he possesses it before falling into 

the pit. The rope exists only in level 1 and 2 games. NO 
ROPE IN LEVEL 3 GAME (see page 3). If the rope is 
hidden the warrior automatically takes possession 
when he enters the room containing it. He keeps it until 
he uses it. Once the rope is usedit disappears into 
another empty room and must be found again. One 
rope per game.
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